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Read my blog: “I’m here to fight” at 
http://www.revleft.com/vb/blog.php?u=15414 

The Road to Victory in Our Struggle 
to Overthrow Capitalist Rule 

We can build a movement of millions if we 

(1) maintain a clear focus on our goal of 

overthrowing the system of bourgeois rule, 

(2) puncture the influence of the supposedly 

“progressive” social-democratic wing of 

bourgeois politics, (3) resolve the “crisis of 

theory” that keeps us ignorant of where we 

need to go and how we will get there and  

(4) create a revolutionary mass political 

organization that can represent the material 

interests of the working class and oppressed. 

The global economic depression, now in its fourth 

year, has brought unemployment and misery to 

hundreds of millions.   

In order to deal with the crisis, the ruling bourgeoisie 

(ie: the social class made up of the biggest capitalists) 

is preparing austerity measures and further attacks 

against the working class and masses.   

In response, the Occupy and anti-austerity 

movements have mobilized activists in more than a 

hundred cities here in the U.S. while, across the 

world, millions have taken part in uprisings, general 

strikes or spirited mass actions in Egypt, Syria, 

Nigeria, Romania, Greece, Spain, Portugal, Palestine, 

India, Afghanistan, Japan, South Africa, Chile and 

Quebec [1]. 

The bourgeoisie launches a political 
counter-offensive against the movement 

The Occupy Movement was too powerful, when it 

first emerged in the fall, to suppress with force alone; 

every time the police attacked it, the result was that it 

doubled in size.  The ruling bourgeoisie felt 

threatened by the Occupy encampments because 

these became gathering sites for development of 

communities of struggle which the bourgeoisie 

could not control. 

For this reason, the bourgeoisie launched a political 

counter-offensive against the Occupy Movement, in 

order to take advantage of its ideological weaknesses 

and undermine the mass support it had rightfully 

earned.  Media personalities and “opinion leaders” 

flooded newspapers and the airwaves with editorials 

that the Occupy Movement needed to narrow its 

focus to specific demands acceptable to the ruling 

class and jump through the usual hoops created for 

the purpose of isolating, demoralizing and exhausting 

the energies of mass movements. 

This bourgeois counter-offensive was assisted by the 

liberal wing of the Occupy Movement, which is 

made up of careerists and others who are under the 

influence of the social-democratic ideology (more 

on this below).  A good example of the liberal wing 

of the movement joining up with the bourgeois 

counter-offensive is the infamous article by Chris 

Hedges, who allied himself with Oakland's Mayor 

Quan and her repressive police and called the 

militant wing of the movement a "cancer". 



We saw the reflection of this bourgeois counter-offensive 

locally, in articles by the Stranger's news editor, Dominic 

Holden, and by supposedly "socialist" groups, like the 

ISO and SA, which all preached that the Occupy 

Movement must turn away from the goal of fundamental 

change and instead seek mild reforms based on "support" 

from (ie: subordination to) "the professionals" (ie: a 

layer of trade union bureaucrats, non-profits and liberal-

labor politicians, all of whom are in orbit around the 

bourgeois-controlled Democratic Party). 

As a result of this counter-offensive, the Occupy 

encampments were dispersed.  However, a core of 

activists in various cities, including Seattle, is determined 

to further develop the mass resistence and build a 

revolutionary movement with the ability to mobilize the 

majority of society for the purpose of bringing an end to 

our current system of exploitation, racism, imperialist 

war and a culture of ignorant escapism.  They have 

organized, for this purpose, many spirited mass actions, 

including the December 12 shutdown of the Port of Seattle 

and the May 1st citywide walkout. 

Part of the work in building a revolutionary mass 

movement is to clear up the confusion which currently 

makes it difficult for activists to combine their efforts and 

see the road forward to our victory against the ruling 

bourgeoisie.  This leaflet represents an effort by this 

author to contribute to this work. 

Maintain a Clear Focus on Our Goal 

The most powerful truth of our time 
is that a world without bourgeois rule 
is both possible and necessary 

The Occupy Movement captured the imaginations of 

millions when it first burst on the scene because, by 

announcing its opposition to the rule of "the 1%" (ie: the 

bourgeoisie) it implicitly raised the ideas that: 

► The U.S. is not really a "democracy" and  

► The 99% should rule society instead of the 1% 

The ideological power of our movement flows from this 

single idea: the working class and oppressed must run 

society, and the present rulers of this country (ie: the big 

capitalists, the banks, the people who own both the liberal 

and right-wing media, the people who own both the 

Democratic and Republican parties, the people who "own 

the gold and make the rules") must be removed from 

power. 

The kind of revolutionary mass movement we need will 

skillfully combine countless struggles for partial 

demands (such as the struggles against austerity, 

unemployment, foreclosures, union-busting, racism, 

imperialism and ecological disaster) with the central 
organizing goal of the overthrow of the entire system of 

bourgeois rule. 

But it is this central organizing goal alone – which has the 

ability to give decisive clarity and consciousness to 

millions.   

► With this central organizing goal, our movement will 

eventually have the support of nearly the entire population 

of the U.S., and the earth.   

► Without this central organizing goal – our movement 

will inevitably degenerate into begging (ie: an 

accomodation with the ruling bourgeoisie and attempts to 

achieve mild reforms with support from a section of this 

ruling class). 

Our strength flows from our mission 

Our mission requires that we bring to political activists 

everywhere – and to the working class and oppressed as a 

whole – the news that a world without bourgeois rule is 

both possible and necessary.  None of the fundamental 

problems we face today can be resolved until the class rule 

of the bourgeoisie is overthrown. 

Water down our mission? 

We will always face pressure to water down our mission, 

or throw it overboard entirely, in order to be “acceptable” 

to “public opinion” (as manufactured by the bourgeoisie) 

and gain “support” from the social layer of bourgeois 

flunkies and power brokers.  Our attitude should be to tell 

these flunkies and power brokers to go to hell.  We will 

never be acceptable to them because they defend the class 

interests of their bourgeois masters and we intend to put, 

front and center, in all our work, the clear and bold 

message that the class rule of the bourgeoisie must be 

overthrown. 

And that brings us to our next topic: 

Puncture the Suffocating 
Influence of Social-Democracy 

We must turn our backs on the layer of 
“professionals” who suck the life and 
militancy out of mass movements and 
channel the energy of activists into useless, 
dead-end schemes – such as becoming 
election fodder for the Democratic Party 

Social-democracy is a highly sophisticated political trend 

which the bourgeoisie has developed, over a lengthy 

historical period, for the specific purpose of sucking the 

energy out of mass movements.  Like the Terminator 

killing-machine in the popular movies, that is what social-

democracy does.  That is all it does. 

The bourgeoisie created this trend because it cannot rule 

with force alone.  The class rule of the bourgeoisie also 

requires political deception.  And political deception is 

the essence of treacherous social-democracy. 



Social-democracy consists of both a social layer of 

bourgeois apologists and flunkies (ie: liberal-labor 

politicians, trade union bureaucrats, religious misleaders, 

non-profit functionaries, "progressive" media personalities 

and professional "opinion leaders" who are in orbit 

around the Democratic Party) as well as an ideology and 

set of political traditions.  Social-democracy works to 

“tame” popular mass struggles and gain leadership over 

them.  Once this happens, the movement can be safely 

liquidated. 

The essence of the social-democratic method is to work 

for mild reforms that (1) are acceptable to the ruling class 

and (2) can be achieved by forming an alliance with a 

section of the ruling class (or its trusted flunkies).  This 

alliance, of course, has a price.  The price of this alliance 

is to give up militancy and independence and submit to 

the ideology and needs of the ruling class.  Once this is 

done, the reforms can be granted (if there is sufficient 

grovelling).  Of course, once the movement has been 

stripped of militancy and independence the bourgeoisie, 

after a decent interval of time, can take the reforms back 

because, at this point, it no longer needs to make 

concessions. 

Social-democratic tactics are based on being respectible.  

Being respectible means being “responsible” and 

acceptable to bourgeois “public opinion”.  This means, in 

other words, supporting tactics that are ineffective. 

Social-democracy works in the context of a complex 

ecosystem of trusted people and institutions.  The 

principle here is simple: if you serve Rome, Rome will 

help you out.  Activist groups who “play ball” with social-

democratic institutions are often propped up with 

publicity, connections and respectibility from “all the 

right people” and can, in turn, use this support to build 

their reputation and recruit.  And individuals who support 

social-democracy find that it can be wonderful for their 

careers. 

If Dominic Holden, for example, had supported the 

militant wing of the Occupy Movement, he could not have 

remained news editor at the Stranger, much less find 

himself featured in the April 13 New York Times.  But he 

proved his loyalty by, among other things, targeting the 

militant wing of Occupy as “too toxic to touch” (ie: a 

code phrase telling other social-democrats that the 

militants are “out of control” and that anyone who helps 

them will lose respectibility and “trust” in the eyes of 

their bourgeois masters) and “loony” violence-prone 

fanatics.  Of course, both the Stranger and the New York 

Times had no problem with such violence as the U.S. 

imperialist invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq—which 

they supported to the hilt. 

Revolutionary activists must work out careful tactics to 

deal with the social-democratic political trends to avoid 

becoming compromised and corrupted and betraying their 

revolutionary aspirations.  Most activists at this time, even 

those with a lot of experience, have only a dim 

understanding of what social-democracy is.  As the 

revolutionary movement develops, activists will gain a 

wealth of experience with the nature of social-democratic 

treachery, and their attitudes toward social-democracy will 

change (as they experience betrayals) from curiosity and 

bewilderment (at first) to (eventually) white hot anger 

and determination.  As this anger and determination build 

and become widespread, our movement will take a giant 

stride forward and find itself deserving of the attention 

and respect of millions. 

My words here have been too many and yet not enough.  

So I will close this section with a note that the pressure of 

social-democracy on the mass movements is immense and 

greatly underappreciated.  Readers who would like to 

learn more about the people and institutions who make up 

social democracy might want to start here: 
http://the99spring.com/who-we-are/ 

Resolve the “Crisis of Theory” 

We must confront and resolve the crisis of 
theory that has made it impossible to think, 
in a realistic way, about an alternative to 
bourgeois rule 

The bourgeoisie endlessly promotes the idea that there is 

no realistic alternative to continued bourgeois rule.  In 

one sense they are right: the revolutionary movement (to 

the extent that it even exists) has failed to develop or 

spread the news about an alternative that would be better 

than bourgeois rule.  Instead, there are mumbo-jumbo 

words about supposed “socialism” (or even 

“communism”) that nobody (including the people who 

repeat these words) can understand. 

We need to confront this problem and resolve it. 

What is our alternative to an economy  
based on commodity production? 

Bourgeois rule rests on the system of commodity 

production (ie: the production of goods and services for 

the purpose of sale or exchange) that inevitably leads to 

the capitalist system.  An alternative to bourgeois rule 

and commodity production requires a form of economy 

that is not based on commodity production and which has 

a higher productivity of labor than is achievable under 

capitalism. 

As a theoretician, I have my own model for this 

alternative that I describe as a “self-organizing, 

moneyless gift economy”.  I have been looking for public 

forums (on the internet or face-to-face discussion or 

debate) to engage on this topic with others who take this 

topic seriously.  Everyone is “too busy” with something 

better to do right now ... and tomorrow ... and the day 

after.  But we can’t build a revolutionary movement 



without at least enough interest on questions like this to 

build motion for serious discussion and debate. 

Will we need a state during the transition ? 

After bourgeois rule is overthrown, humanity will begin a 

decades-long transition to an economy that is not based 

on commodity production.  This transition can only take 

place over decades because sudden disruptions in complex 

commodity-based supply chains would lead to shortages 

of food and other essentials and mass dissatisfaction and a 

speedy restoration of bourgeois rule. 

Some activists believe this lengthy transition can take 

place under conditions of bourgeois rule.  Other activists 

believe that, the day after bourgeois rule is overthrown, 

there will be no need for any kind of state at all.  I believe 

both of these views are nonsense.  But the problem is that, 

as a movement, we lack the seriousness and theoretical 

depth and maturity to organize the discussion and debate 

necessary to clear these things up. 

Will we need the democratic rights 
of speech and organization? 

Many activists who consider themselves to be “Leninists” 

hold to a view that the overthrow of bourgeois rule must 

be followed by the rule of a single party that has the 

power to suppress the voice of its critics.  Such views are 

typical of what I call “cargo-cult Leninism” (ie: a kind of 

religion in which the certain features of Lenin’s 1917 

revolution are isolated from their context and believed to 

have magical powers) and have little relationship to 

conditions in the modern world.  Such views, basically, 

amount to the belief that our alternative to bourgeois rule 

is a permanent police state in which the population will 

not have the fundamental democratic rights of speech 

and organization. 

Cargo-cult Leninism also typically involves a fetish for 

centralization and a belief in the exaggerated power of 

central planning and huge bureaucracies. 

Such views are not compatible with modern conditions 

and would be punctured in serious public discussion and 

debate, as they cannot stand the light of day.  And such 

views will be discarded as activists work to develop an 

alternative to bourgeois rule that is both better than 

bourgeois rule and realistic. 

Build the Party of the Working 
Class and Oppressed 

The revolutionary mass organization we 
need will take the form of an open network 
based on political transparency, and will 
eventually be guided by the will of millions 

We need a revolutionary mass organization that will 

make it possible for all the best activists in the movement 

to learn from one another and coordinate their activity 

when necessary.  More than this, we must fix in our minds 

the need to create, in the decades ahead, an organization 

with the ability to mobilize the energy of millions and go 

directly to the working class and oppressed and tell them: 

  “put us in power, instead of the bourgeoisie and 

    we will run things to serve your interests”. 

Such an organization will take part in and help guide 

innumerable struggles for partial demands.  Such an 

organization will make full and unrestricted use of the 

emerging revolution in communications to build channels 

to the masses and assist their self-organization. 

Any organization which asks the masses to put it in power 

is traditionally called a “party”.  But today the word 

“party” has become associated, in activist circles, with a 

corrupt organization that betrays (or will eventually 

betray) the people it claims to serve. 

As a movement, we will never be able to overthrow 

bourgeois rule until we have created an organization that, 

when necessary, has the ability to strike with a single 

fist.  I don’t care if activists call such an organization a 

“party” or a “flowerpot”.  What is important is that we 

build such a party (or such a flowerpot) in such a way that 

incompetence, hypocrisy and corruption within this 

party are exposed to the light of the sun and wiped out. 

This means that we must give thought to how we can use 

the principle of political transparency and the emerging 

revolution in communications to build a mass organization 

that has the ability to resist the immense corrupting 

pressure that would fall on any such organization. 

Political Transparency will expose corruption 

My conclusion is that the organization must take the form 

of an open network in which all the important political 

information is public, so that all members of the 

network, and the working class and masses as a whole, 

have the ability to know what is going on and to 

intervene, with their voices and their experience, in the 

many struggles that will determine the path and actions 

that the organization takes. 

There will, of course, be situations where information will not 

be public—such as time-sensitive tactical information (ie: 

how we plan to outmaneuver the cops in next week’s demo) or 

non-political information that relates to the security or privacy 

of activists.  The need for security culture is real, but neither this 

nor the need to “present our best face to the world” this can be 

used as an excuse to conceal incompetence and dysfunction. 

We can think of our future proletarian party as having two 

layers.  The base layer of the party will take the form of 

an open network.  “Open” means that (1) all 

revolutionary activists have the right to be part of the 

network and (2) political information is public.  The top 

layer will be disciplined work teams that self-organize.  

These disciplined groups will both cooperate and 

compete with one another. 



Disciplined workteams will “ride the rails” 

The best analogy here may be as follows: 

Disciplined work teams will make use of the open 

network in the same way that steam-powered 

locomotives made use of the railroad network in the 

1800's. Railroad tracks would be useless by themselves, 

without trains. And an open network (which any self-

described "revolutionary" would be free to join) would 

be useless without self-organizing work teams. At the 

same time, it should be clear that trains could go 

nowhere without tracks.  And disciplined work teams 

will be able to go further and faster (and carry greater 

weight) when an open network (based on the tradition 

of political transparency) exists. One technology, so to 

speak, rests on and is enabled by another. 

Together, the open network and disciplined work teams 

will create an open, self-organizing community that is 

guided by mass democracy and capable of organizing a 

war of ideas on a mass scale (ie: something that I call 

“information war”).  Information war will be used 

both: 

(1) within the party – to puncture the influence of 

     social-democracy or other forms of opportunism and  

(2) external to the party – to bring news, analysis 

     and informed opinion to the masses in their millions 

Current Organizations and  
the Future of Our Movement 

Many activists who want to see the development of a 

revolutionary movement are currently looking around to find 

others to work with.  Some groups (like the ISO and SA, 

mentioned above) are hopeless: they serve the class enemy and 

will disintegrate or split before they change.  The newer groups, 

formed more recently, which helped to organize the Port 

shutdown in December are far better. 

Public criticism of one another must  
become as natural as breathing 

I have public criticisms of every group.  We need to get used to 

making public criticisms of everyone and everything.  Public 

criticism keeps us honest.  Public criticism makes the good 

groups better and the bad groups identified as such.  But public 

criticism is most important for the good groups – because we 

need them more – they are more important to our movement 

and their mistakes are more costly to our movement. 

The coming split in the Democratic Party and 
the emergence of a third bourgeois party 

It appears to me that, with the current upsurge of the class 

struggle, as shown by the Occupy and anti-austerity movements 

in the U.S. and internationally, we may be witnessing, in slow-

motion, the break-up of the current two-party system in the U.S.  

In the next five or ten or twenty years, the Republican Party 

may be on its way out, while the Democratic Party may split, 

in order to better serve the class interests of the ruling 

bourgeoisie.  

The left wing of the Democratic Party is currently the 

headquarters of social-democracy in the U.S.  But if the mass 

movements continue to develop – and if revolutionary-minded 

activists focus on the decisive tasks that will unleash the pent-

up energy of the proletariat –  then the ruling bourgeoisie may 

find itself compelled to give the signal to its social-democratic 

flunkies to create a new and supposedly “independent” and 

“progressive” party of social-democracy. 

The bourgeoisie may do this if it becomes clear that the 

Democratic Party as it currently exists, has lost the credibility 

necessary to suck the energy out of the mass movements. 

Revolutionary activists would welcome such a development, not 

because the new, third party would represent the interest of the 

masses (it most certainly would not – the oppostite would be 

true: such a party would have the mission of more effectively 

sucking the energy out of the mass movements) but rather 

because such a shake-up in the ruling bourgeois order would 

help to draw the masses into political thought and provide vast 

opportunities for revolutionary work.  For example: once the 

idea takes hold that the Democratic Party is not the party of the 

working man and is really nothing but a party controlled by the 

rich – this is only one step removed from drawing the identical  



 
conclusion about the new, supposedly independent and 

progressive social-democratic party. 

If we want to push this process forward – we must do 

everything possible to broadcast the news that there is nothing 

good about either the Democratic Party as it exists today or the 

new, supposedly independent third party (that would represent 

an upgrade of the terminator-like mission of destroying the mass 

movements).  Instead we should focus on creating a proletarian 

party – a party that is genuinely independent of bourgeois 

(and social-democratic) influence.  This is what the bourgeoisie 

most fears.  And this is what will push everything forward. 

Public Meeting 
The Open Network of Revolutionary Activists 

Thursday, May 3 – from: 7 to 9 pm 

Seattle Central Community College 
Main Building, Room 4115 

Finally, I would like to tell readers about the discussion group in 

which I participate.  We call ourselves the Open Network of 

Revolutionary Activists.  We are a different kind of group 

inasmuch as our “project” is not to have any project.  We 

believe that the problems in the movement are complex enough 

that there is a need for open discussion without the usual 

pressure to shortcut the discussion because “we need to do this 

by such-and-such a date”.  All revolutionary-minded activists 

have a right to attend our meetings.  We currently meet every 

two weeks.  Here is our (tentative) mission startement: 

We work to overcome the isolation faced  

by independent revolutionary activists so that  

we can help one another develop or advance a 

revolutionary perspective in our work.   

We work to sort out questions by engaging  

and defending ideas. 

Readers who have reached revolutionary conclusions are 

welcome to come to our meetings.  The nature of our discussion 

can be seen in the public reports we post on our blogs, which 

summarize each meeting: 

► Art Francisco – http://ArtFrancisco.Wordpress.com 

► Damien Harris – http://DamienHarris.blogspot.com 

► Anton Black – http://Anton666Black.Wordpress.com 

► Ben Seattle – http://www.revleft.com/vb/blog.php?u=15414 

I should add that some activists have reached the point in their 

development where they have figured out all the most important 

questions in the movement.  These activists would certainly find 

our meetings a total waste of their time.  Other activists, 

however, may find our meetings useful. 

Footnote [1]: Parts of this leaflet were adapted from a recent leaflet 

by the Communist Voice Organization.  I have made many public 

criticisms of the theory and practice of this group, but their leaflets are 

often quite good in spite of being limited in their ability to shed light on 

some of the most important topics.


